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15 Years of Collaboration on Innovation Projects
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What our clients say

about Inovo…

• Helps us find opportunities that 

stretch us – but don’t break us

• Well-developed approach… 

adapted to OUR situation

• Understands the technologies 

relevant to our business

• Great at getting us outside the 

four walls

• Very collaborative approach

• Helps us with the internal 

barriers to adoption as well

http://www.pfizer.com/main.html


Inovo is Focused on Strategic Innovation
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Sustaining Innovation

is necessary to stay 

competitive in the short run.

Strategic Innovation

is necessary to stay 

competitive in the long run.

Both are required, but 

Strategic Innovation is the 

greater challenge…

and the focus of Inovo.



Innovation Practice Areas

Foresight

Strategic choices about where to play

Opportunity

Developing strategic and differentiated 

opportunities

Capability

Building the capability for strategic 

innovation
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DISCOVERY

Creative 

exploration 

PURSUIT

Agile execution 

VALIDATION

What’s possible 

& wanted

FUTURE

What’s next

PORTFOLIO

What to pursue

DOMAIN

Where to explore

COMPETENCY

Building expertise

METHODS &  

TOOLS

Getting things done

PLATFORM

Broadening value



Practice Area –

Foresight

• Future

• Domain

• Portfolio
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Foresight

Future

What major transformations will take place in the world over 

the next 10 to 20 years? How will this affect our business 

and create or inhibit new opportunities? What should we be 

doing now to be best positioned for these possible futures?

Domain

Where should we be exploring to find new opportunities? 

How do these domains allow us    to explore the futures we 

wish to influence?

Portfolio

How should we allocate our innovation resources? What mix 

of opportunities and investment levels will properly balance 

against alternative futures?
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FUTURE

What’s next

DOMAIN

Where to explore

PORTFOLIO

What to pursue
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SERVICE

Foresight - Future

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2015

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
SGPPL wished to enhance their yearly

strategic planning efforts with a future

perspective to expand strategic thinking.

Wanted to answer the question of what they

should be doing now to prepare for alternate

futures.

Led a group of 12 SGPPL people from

both Auto and Aero businesses through a

3 month Futuring program.

Developed 12 future states, 4 scenarios,

and 20 activation points.

Engaged with numerous individuals who

had perspective on the future.

Six key elements derived from future

insights are being incorporated into

SGPPL annual business strategies.

A sensing system has been set up to red-

flag key weak signals.

Futuring being made a standard part of

strategy and innovation process.

Futures that Make a Difference

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics (SGPPL) uses futuring as a key

component of their strategy and innovation efforts. Insight into plausible

futures for the Aerospace and Automotive industries informs actions for

today and opens their eyes to future paths.

Tags: Automotive, Aerospace, Materials, Plastics
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SERVICE

Foresight - Domain

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2012

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
An existing strong growth platform in the

refrigerant business.

Looking for new growth domains for this

new family of HFO molecules.

Interested in growth opportunities beyond

product – services, business models, etc.

Explored dozens of possibilities from within

the core to far from the core.

Engaged with individuals in dozens of

domains to gather key insights.

Employed analytic and wisdom-of-crowds

tools to converge on the domains that

deserved attention.

Identified 50 potential domain candidates;

narrowed to top 10 list.

Prioritized 4 of the 10 domains for

immediate opportunity exploration,

including several that are not in their core

business.

A Molecular Platform to Drive Future Growth

The Fluorine Products business had its near to medium term future secured
with proprietary ‘low global warming’ refrigerants. Now it wanted to find
other domains where its new hydrofluoroolefin molecules could create new
businesses.

Tags: Materials, Chemicals, Polymers
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SERVICE

Foresight  – Portfolio

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2010

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
Robust pipeline but leaders wanted a

strong portfolio that was more than a set of

good individual opportunities.

Didn’t know the mix of opportunities that

would provide the most robust portfolio for

ongoing success.

Employed Mind of the Company™ tool to

solicit diverse perspectives.

Got direct input from a large, diverse

group on ‘platform potential’.

Compared optimal portfolios to current

resource allocation to identify gaps and

inconsistencies.

Uncovered gaps in the portfolio.

Built a new opportunity portfolio that better

fit the company’s priorities.

Achieved consensus across Nestlé Purina

PetCare leadership.

A Portfolio to Lead an Innovation Strategy

Concerns about its innovation pipeline led Nestle Purina to undertake

a portfolio design effort to determine the right mix of new

opportunities and to achieve an improved opportunity portfolio that

was a fit with the company's priorities and culture.

Tags: Consumer Products, Pet Care, CPG,  



Practice Area –

Opportunity

• Discovery

• Pursuit

• Validation
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Opportunity

Discovery

What strategically important opportunities can we create in 

our domains of interest? Which should we pursue?  Which 

could we pursue successfully?

Pursuit

How should we pursue the top opportunities? How do we 

prioritize and test key assumptions? How do we design the 

appropriate experiments?

Validation

Is the opportunity real? Does it address actual needs or 

latent desires? Are there other barriers to adoption in the 

ecosystem? Do feasible technologies and solutions exist 

and are they available?
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DISCOVERY

Creative exploration 

PURSUIT

Agile execution 

VALIDATION

What’s possible

& What’s wanted
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SERVICE

Foresight  – Domain

Opportunity – Discovery

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2014

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
Business divisions struggled to seek

opportunities spanning business units.

Biotechnology had become a major

strategic focus for Cargill.

A strong biotech competency required

development of cross-BU platforms.

Took 12-member Cargill team through our

“iterative deepening” approach to

opportunity discovery.

Undertook broad biotech ecosystem

engagement to uncover insights.

Used portfolio design tools to reduce 70

opportunity concepts to 12 winners.

Identified 10 strategic domains of interest

which were subsequently explored for

strategic opportunities.

Twelve opportunities were created: 3

funded immediately, 6 in discussion and 3

deemed too risky.

Initiative to Create New, Strategic Businesses 

Cargill’s innovation council chartered a new initiative to find

transformative business opportunities enabled by biotechnology

platforms. The team was chartered to seek out opportunities at the

confluence of existing divisional business units.

Tags: Food, Biotech, Agriculture, Materials
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SERVICE

Foresight  – Domain, Future

Opportunity – Discovery, Pursuit

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2011

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
Company transitioned to a branded

wholesale model from company-owned

stores.

Increased retail competition from

hypermarkets and ‘petropreneurs’.

Changing consumer relationship to

autos, fuel and retail environments.

Determined the needs & desires of

current/future retail fuel consumers.

Discovered opportunities at the

intersection of powertrain, fuel,

telematics, mobile and retail.

Developed future scenarios for the

retail fuel ecosystem.

Six opportunities selected for pursuit; one

evolving into a breakthrough opportunity.

Detailed insight into current & future needs of

consumers driving ongoing marketing efforts.

Detailed insight into current & future technology

platforms is driving ongoing investments in fuel

experience differentiation.

New Opportunities for a Transformed Business

ExxonMobil had transitioned from company-owned service stations to a

branded wholesaler network. They wanted to develop strategic

opportunities to remain the brand of choice for their new commercial

customers in an increasingly competitive environment.

Tags: Energy, Transportation, Retail, Materials, Information Technology, Automotive 
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SERVICE

Opportunity - Validation

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2010

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
Electronics industry was rapidly adopting

touch screen technology.

New Henkel liquid adhesive material

promising but path to market not clear.

Henkel needed to understand industry and

device adoption dynamics to support a

major investment decision.

Extensive, global engagements with

touchscreen experts (tech & market).

Technology ‘effects’ evaluation of a dozen

adhesive material alternatives.

Created Map-to-Market™ plan to establish

Henkel as preferred supplier to device

manufacturers.

Found market growing more quickly than

previously thought.

Identified a business model twist that

improved odds of product adoption.

Client made $40 million investment and

now benefitting from high growth, high

margin new product segment.

Industry Transformation Creates New Segment 

OpportunitiesThe adoption of touch displays, combined with increasing requirements

for visual resolution and clarity, driving rapid technology development. A

new type of liquid optically clear adhesive (LOCA) provides an opening

for a major new business.

Tags: Material, Consumer Electronics, Displays



Practice Area –

Capability

• Platform

• Methods & Tools

• Competency
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Capability

Platform

What platforms are possible that can enable many

opportunities? How can we build out an existing platform or 

identify new ones? What organizational changes are 

needed to enable platform development and management?

Methods & Tools

What are the business processes, procedural methods and 

software tools needed to build a repeatable innovation 

system?

Competency

What new leadership and organization abilities do we need 

to develop? How can we innovate in a repeatable manner 

with a healthy balance of short-term and long-term 

innovation?
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METHODS &  TOOLS

Getting things done

PLATFORM

Broadening value

COMPETENCY

Building expertise
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SERVICE

Capability – Platform, Methods & Tools, 

Competency

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2014

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
140 distinct business units with a high 

degree of autonomy.

Independent IoT activities at the BU level 

could become a disaster.

Wanted a corporate model that would

support and accelerate individual business 

IoT efforts at low cost.

Engagements with 25  internal and external 

subject matter experts.

Redefined the Parker value network and 

potential business models  to align with the 

new IoT world.

Developed an IoT innovation strategy for 

Parker corporate and businesses.

Formed a new IoT division and made major 

investment in new IoT offering.

Established a cross-business IoT working 

group to guide IoT activities.

Developed an IoT use-case template that 

will provide a common platform for 

corporate-wide IoT efforts.

An Innovation Strategy to Unify a Federation

Parker has 140 separate business units focused on motion and control

technologies and offerings. They needed a strategy to unite all business

units behind a common and shared approach to developing an Internet

of Things (IoT) platform and IoT solutions.

Tags: Industrial Equipment, Manufacturing, Internet-of-things, Industrial Internet
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SERVICE

Capability – Methods & Tools

RELATIONSHIP

Since 2007

SITUATION ACTION IMPACT
150-year old glass technology and

manufacturing company.

History of deep business downturns

followed by transformative technology

breakthroughs.

Strong institutional focus on deep R&D and

technology-driven innovation.

Assessment of the current front-end innovation

system.

Engagements with 24 internal innovation

experts to identify issues & opportunities.

Developed a set of building blocks and a range

of framework options.

Corning adopted the framework

approach to front-end innovation.

Plan accepted to conduct a pilot of the

new framework.

Next Generation Innovation System

Corning was in the habit of rethinking their front-end innovation system

every five years. Inovo was involved in the fourth such redesign since

the early 1990’s. They sensed a need for a flexible framework that could

adapt to fit dynamic and unique situations.

Tags: Materials, Manufacturing 



Strategic Innovation

… it’s all we do
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What We Don’t Do Who Does

Idea management software Spigit, Imaginatik, BrightIdea

Brainstorming Ideas To Go, Catalyst Ranch

Seeker-solver events InnoCentive, Nine Sigma

Portfolio software PlanView, SmartOrg

Syndicated market research Frost & Sullivan, Communispace, Lux

Product design innovation IDEO, Frog, Fahrenheit 212



The Inovo Group
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For more information, check out our website,
or drop Steve a line…

With Inovo as collaboration 
partner and guide, clients 
transform their offerings, 
cultures and innovation 
capabilities.

Steve Schwartz
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan
P: +1 (734) 717-6224
E: sschwartz@TheInovoGroup.com

mailto:sschwartz@TheInovoGroup.com

